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Product Highlights: U-FLASH
Quick info on the
RCS U-FLASH Access System.

U-FLASH Access Control is a unique system in the market today. What
makes it so different is that it DOES NOT require communication cables
or internet connection. This makes it ideal for remote locations where it
would be difficult or expensive to run wires out to the unit (dig up
concrete) or pay a monthly internet fee for a wireless system. U-FLASH
is a stand alone system which is updated with a USB flash disk. This
disk can hold up to 5,000 user codes, 1 to 10 digits long, and has an
unlimited transaction history. This system can manage up to 32 access
points (64 for dual units).

What does this mean?

U-FLASH Intro and Demo

 Communication is never lost
 No monthly internet fee
 No need to dig up concrete or run communication cables to the

unit
 Simply insert the disk in the unit and the system is active

How it works:
Load your valid user codes onto the flash disk from the KPControl software on your office computer
2. Bring the disk out to the U-FLASH unit and insert the disk in the
secure USB port located inside the unit
3. Close the unit and type in a test code to ensure proper functioning
4. Your system is active!
1.

Download U-FLASH Cut Sheet

U-FLASH Software Setup

U-FLASH Mini
Our U-FLASH Access System is also available in "mini" version. This system works the same as any UFLASH system but does not have a display and the flash disk is only inserted when programing the
codes to the unit. This unit can hold 2,000 user codes. It is weather proof and made for the outdoors.

Download U-FLASH Mini Cut Sheet

Check out the U-FLASH Mini Demo

Visit our Website

Tips and Tricks: When adjusting your cameras make sure they are not pointing at the sky. You want to
make sure all angles of your property are being covered by a cameras. Also when having cameras
installed make sure they are easily accessible for service and maintenance. To make sure your cameras
last, periodically look at each camera and make sure its mounting is secure and the cable and conduits
are secure, clean off the glass lens and check to see if it is damaged by the sun.
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